
WellStayTM for Hospitality Operations 
Quick Introduction 



Topics 

An OVERVIEW of WellStay 

A short collection of fictitious use cases are described to describe the type of user scenario can be implemented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We introduce WellStayTM a intelligent data-driven solution that has been built upon Forcive BigData Platform. 
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Real time data can boost guest experience 
Solution proposal overview and key concepts 1 



WellStay is a solution based on Forcive that helps Hospitality managers to sustain their financial performances through an intelligent use 
of guest data, collected during the interactions at Hotel premises or online. The solution provides a system to reward on-time the most 
profitable guests and, more in general, to generate interactive suggestions tailored on guest preferences and history. Such approach could 
boost the customer orientation and experience for entire Operation. 

Enable smart offers 
Personalized «on time» offers through 
suggestions and notifications that fit with 
the guest interaction style. 

Enhance customer experience 
• Unified experience at the different 

touchpoints 
• Can simplify the entire customer 

engagement to take the best out of the 
journey. 
 

Understand customer 
behaviours 

Track and understand better the 
preferences of returning guests. 

 

Rewarding 

Reward more profitable guests since 
the first time at the Hotel. 

 

 

Focus on profitable clients 

Analyse historical data to identify most 
profitable clients. 

Capture new loyal customers 

Run the operation smoothly reducing 
peaks on specific services. 

 

REWARD & DELIGHT 

PRE-STAY IN-STAY POST-STAY 

INTEGRATED  HOSTIPTALITY SERVICES 

Restaurants Lodging 

Entertainment Transportation 

Bars & 
Clubs 

Fitness & 
Others 

Complimentary 
services 

Operation Management 

What is the aim of this proposal? 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 



Improving the experience and set the guests in the right mood presents several complexities due to the heterogeneity of venues, the 
changing context and the variety of products / services that can be mixed-up during the engagement. To cope with that, Forcive extracts 
available data to discover guest preferences and behaviors. 

It is all about the guest experience! 

Memory 

Remember customer preferences like 
previous purchased items and 
services.  

Detect behaviours 

Understand how the client is 
interacting with the service to predict 
potential  upcoming needs. 

Generalize 

Understand customer behaviours 
and create suggestions, coming 
from similar customers. 
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The Guest 
Product Lines 
Food & Beverage and others 

Restaurant 
Lounges & Bar 

Theaters 

Sports 

In-room 

Places / Situations 



The evolving approach to reward guest loyalty 
It’s no surprise that the traditional loyalty programs for Hospitality have now an uncertain future. Completely inadequate to boost the quality 
of service perceived during stay, and even lacking to create that sense of being welcomed and recognized, these programs are perceived 
more as a email spam generator once you get back to your normal life.  
 
Classical loyalty program mechanism cluster customers on spare segments and leverage the promise of future possible rewards. And that is 
true ONLY for returning customers.  
 
This new loyalty concept helps managers to retain and to psychologically bound the most valuable customers from the very first day they 
show up at the hotel, through care and extreme attention to their preference. 

Traditional Loyalty Program 

Coarse segmentation of clients – 
Not tailored on each customer 

Reward postponed in the future – 
Not interactive during stay 

Misses completely the opportunity to 
delight first comers 

New Rewarding Program 

Active since the first show up – Help 
acquiring new loyal customers 

Email spamming tendency 

Reward or suggest, immediately 
during stay–Interactive 

Extremely tailored on specificity of each 
customer and on its history 

Perceived as «helpful» because has a similar logic 
of the «recommending systems» 



WellStay overview 
A short overview of the application dashboards and views 2 



What can do WellStay for you? 
WellStay application is the central point for Operational Users and power users that can benefit of fast and descriptive methods to access the guest 
profiles that are more interesting or alternatively, to see aggregate data visualization useful for supporting management decisions. 

WellStayTM 

ProfileSeek Analyzeer 

Web application built with Forcive 
Veekube , to provide immediate access 

to guest profiles and, allows an 
aggregate analysis with analytics. 

Lookup 

Commander 

Gives immediate access to the every 
recorded Guest Profiles. You can 
navigate the profile information with 
aggregate visuals or dive into point 
details. Data are under your control. 

TopParade 

Guest Profile Dashboard 
This is the Guestland. Here you can 
see a compound and informative view 
of the major KPI and facts useful to 
understand the customer preferences 
and value. Since there you can dive 
into any detail. 

A collection of dashboards designed to search guests through 
filters or pre-configured views that report the most interesting 
customers to keep under control now. 

Gives the access to a 
collection of dashboards 
that are intended to 
facilitate the analysis of the 
customers for decision 
makers. 

Blend of guest related dashboards 

A real time tracking of the detailed 
guest activities while staying at the 
hotel. It is the command console to 
play actions like rewarding, or sending 
suggestions workflows. 

We propose a selection of collection of dashboards 
with visualizations dedicated to marketing and 
finance managers to render the relevant KPI and 
metrics into an aggregated form. 



ProfileSeek: quick access to Guest Profiles 
The view allows to search for guests using a simple query builder based on any included criteria. Results can be post-filtered, and 
selected to finally jump in the guest detail view. 

WellStayTM 

ProfileSeek 

Filtering can be done easily with a drag & 
drop on whatever field is configured into 
the guest profile schema. 
 
Queries can be save so later on can be 
reused to access data quickly. 
 
We foresee the possibility to integrate this 
function with other external systems that 
are able to identify the guest by ID. 



ProfileSeek: Top Parade 
This view reports a collection table views that highlight the top guests according to specific metrics. 

WellStayTM 

ProfileSeek 

Keep under control the guests that show the best 
value potential under different perspectives. 
 
We include a view of the top profitable clients that 
are currently at the hotel. And also the profitable 
client thought the entire customer set. 
 
But we could also include the most “returning” 
guests, or the most profitable guests that are less 
returning. 
 
This dashboard can be configured with up to 5 
views.  



ProfileSeek: monitor most promising or problematic guests 
This dashboard is designed to work with a specific guest profile and monitor in real time her / his activities at the Hotel. 

WellStayTM 

ProfileSeek 

This view on the guest gives a monitoring & tracking 
system that shows a summary of the customer profile 
and a trail log with all the activities  performed at the 
hotel time by time. 
 
This dashboard is useful to understand specific 
interaction behaviours and preferences in very detail. 
 
And can be used also to manually trigger configured 
workflow to create a specific suggestion, promotion 
or even a reward. 



ProfileSeek: the Guestland 
WellStayTM 

ProfileSeek 

This dashboard is the “main course” of the WellStay application. The information reported foceses on complex metrics that can 
provide a quick indication of the value associated with the guest and the level of understanding that can be reached from his/her 
available information.  

The dashboard reports a short profile description 
that can be enlarged clicking “seem more”. 
 
The information reported on the top of the panel 
are the “lifecycle value” and the “profile rank” of 
the guest. Those two metrics are the key indicators 
of the forecasted value of the guest and the level 
of definition of the underlying information. 
 
A further area reports other primary figures, like 
the “actual value” that is the current aggregated 
spending of the guest since the first stay.  We 
included also the “return frequency” that is a 
graphical measure and a metric that indicates the 
average number of stay per quarter (can be 
configured). 
 
 



ProfileSeek: the Guestland 
WellStayTM 

ProfileSeek 

The second part of the dashboard includes more fine grained details on the guest preferences on each category of spending. 

The we report the “mix” section where it is represented the 
composition of the spending across the main services 
categories (the categories reported are only intended as an 
example). 
 
Then for each main category, it is reported a combined view 
the represent the “preferences” expressed by the guest. It 
reports the average spending on these type of services per 
stay, and the accumulated total value.  
 
Moreover the dashboard reports and indication of “what” 
mix of products or services are liked the most by the guest, 
and in what places, and when.  Also an widget with the 
frequency is shown. 
 
The above combined visualization is repeated for each 
available category. 



Analyzeer: customer profitability and loyalty 
WellStayTM 

Analyzeer 

This is a blend of dashboards and visualizations that . 

Number of customers split in new and returning. This 
information can be displayed with a time series or with 
a weekly or monthly snapshots. 

Display the customers sorted by lifecycle value, onto a 
time series to determine how the different groups 
contribute to the Hotel revenue generation. 
 
A similar logic can be formulated also by showing the 
spending of the different groups, across the different 
type of services or the different front stores. 
 
We include in this section a maximum of 3 dashboards 
with 5 views each. 


